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Talking about CAD from upFront.eZine. Byte, June, 1985

A friend was moving and was throwing out stuff, when he came across his collection of Byte magazines from the early- to mid-1980s. Back then, Byte was the premier computer magazine, nerdy, and thick with ads -- until it was eclipsed by PC Magazine, which for a while was so popular that it came out twice a month, running over 1,000 pages ...
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A friend was moving and was throwing out stuff when he came across his collection of Byte magazines from the early to mid 1980s. Back then Byte was the premier computer magazine nerdy and thick with ads until it was eclipsed by PC Magazine which for a while was so popular that it came out twice a month running over 1,000 pages each issue. A List Directory Search results.

Tech Gifts What to Get the Geek Who Has Everything

Hot tech gifts for the holidays Surprise surprise MP3 Players and Video Games are expected to be top sellers this shopping season. If you have a high tech geek on your shopping list then check out the
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